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Overview
This document has been written and compiled to support secondary English subject
leaders and departments in their journey to revise KS3 curriculum planning and
pedagogy in line with the new National curriculum programme of study and the
revised GCSEs. It is the product of collaborative work with selected Hampshire
English departments and with Hampshire’s Rights and Diversity Education team.
The message from the DFE has been clear for some time. Changes to the
framework imply obligatory change, alongside freedoms and choices.
‘We want schools and teachers to take the opportunity to develop their own
school curricula to include the essential knowledge set out in the national
curriculum, building upon existing good practice where appropriate to do so.
There will be no new statutory document or guidance from Whitehall telling
teachers how to do this.’ (DFE response to the published consultation on changes
to National Curriculum, March 2014))
‘The school curriculum comprises all learning and other experiences that each
school plans for its pupils. The national curriculum forms one part of the
school curriculum.’ (National Curriculum framework document, September 2014
DFE)
The key questions, therefore, for English departments to ask in relation to designing
curriculum changes in English and literacy at KS3 are:
1. What are we obliged to change? What aspects of the revised programme of
study are not securely represented in our current curriculum?
2. What should we include or maintain that is additional to the National
Curriculum core aims and content and why would we do this?
3. How do we weave the obligatory and the desirable in to a compelling learning
experience for our students?
These three questions form the structure of this publication. The simplest and
quickest approach is for a school to respond only to question 1. The need for
curriculum change has been trailed by the DFE as a route to preparing students for a
revised and more demanding GCSE qualification, comparable with qualifications that
exist in internationally high performing jurisdictions. So if we ensure that our
students are prepared for this, surely we are serving our students well?
In English, certainly, if we respond only to obligations, the curriculum would include
more texts, more challenging texts, more ‘heritage’ texts, more unseen texts in exam
conditions, more comparative analysis and an increased emphasis on transcription
and technical accuracy in relation to composition in writing. This is exactly the kind
of content that is likely to increase the number of vulnerable learners and further
ostracise those that are already most vulnerable. The obligations need very careful
and skillful handling to ensure that English remains engaging and inclusive as well
as challenging.
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It is also worth reflecting, at moments of national change, what a powerful vehicle the
curriculum is.
‘The quality of the curriculum was the strongest indicator of outstanding
provision in English in the schools selected. Teaching that is held in check by
an inappropriate or dull curriculum will not inspire pupils or generate high
standards.’
Excellence in English: 12 outstanding schools (Ofsted 2011)
One of the key messages in Excellence in English, is not only how outstanding
provision is built on a rich curriculum, but how vital it is that a school curriculum is
designed with its students and their context in mind. For this reason, this guidance
document does not and should not provide a ready planned curriculum. Its aim is to
support schools and English departments in a principled process of decision-making.
We have chosen to include sample long term plans to illustrate how principles can
play out in to concrete practice. We are also including case studies and medium
term planning documents from the four schools who worked with HIAS over the
Spring and Summer terms of 2014 to redesign their own KS3 curricula. We have
additionally included collaborative planning with the Rights and Diversity Education
Centre, whose advisor Minnie Moore provided guidance at the group meetings.
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Section 1: What are we obliged to
change?
The purpose of this guide is not to reprint the detail of the programme of study, but to
summarise, synthesise and interpret. The following threads of obligatory change
have been drawn out because they are both heavily weighted and are likely to make
an impact on GCSE attainment. Departments are invited to explore how well the
following territories are represented in their curriculum content and structures.
1. Vocabulary development
The statutory responsibility to develop the vocabulary use of our students actually
sits with all teachers in the general introduction to the national curriculum
framework. Departments reading this may feel the highlighting of this area to be
a condescension, ‘Of course we develop knowledge and use of words, we are
English teachers!’ Perhaps after reading the following, it would be worth reflecting
whether teachers need a more attuned sense of how planned and live
opportunities in the classroom are used to support vocabulary acquisition, not just
to enable exposure to new vocabulary.
Vocabulary knowledge is not an all-or-nothing matter: a word is understood in
stages. For example, the reader often manages in stages to:







read and pronounce a known word;
learn new meanings for a known word;
learn new words for known concepts;
learn new words for new concepts;
clarify and enrich their understanding of known words in different
contexts;
use a word in his or her own speech and writing.

Students learn new vocabulary more effectively if the learning is active and social
(e.g. by presenting or role playing using the new word, or drawing relational maps
with a partner of semantically related words.)
We can all learn new vocabulary from context, but




we are more likely to do so if we immediately use the new word in speech
or writing;
we are less likely to learn vocabulary spontaneously from a text books, as
opposed to in spoken discourse;
we are less likely to learn from context if we do not read widely and
regularly.

2. Grammar for reading and writing. Continuing a strong thread from the
revised primary programme of study and the recently instated grammar,
punctuation and spelling SATs, students will be expected not only to apply
5

Standard English grammar rules when they write but also to use linguistic
terminology in text analysis. It is worth noting that 20% of English Language
marks will be awarded for sentence variety and accuracy: an increased
weighting to the legacy specification. In fact 5% of marks in all academic
disciplines whose assessment calls for some form of extended writing will be
awarded for technical accuracy.
The 2012-13 HIAS Leading Improvement in English meetings explored in
detail the most recent and research evidenced approaches to teaching
grammar through reading and writing. This is well exemplified through the
materials produced by the University of Exeter ‘Grammar for writing,’
(published through Pearson’s Education.) The key principles that should drive
grammar teaching at all stages are that it is:
 Purposeful: exploration of structures should be linked to analysing or
creating meaning
 Focused to effect not to feature spotting
 Focused to repertoire not recipes: which demands discussion around
choices and their comparative effects
 Taught by knowledgeable teachers who are unafraid to use and
introduce specialist terminology
3. Comprehension/ summary. KS3 is the last chance saloon in which to
become a reader who reads ‘widely, easily, fluently and with understanding.’
There is a heavy weighting of marks in the KS2 reading SAT for
comprehension skills (40-60%,) which reduces to 10% in GCSE English
Language. Monitoring, clarifying, predicting, inferring, summarising,
synthesising and interpreting are not ‘essential knowledge’ but are verbal
reasoning processes that develop with expert provision and purposeful
practice over time. Without these processes, the development of critical
reading sits on very shaky ground.
4. Analysis/ comparison/ evaluation. Critical reading skills form the bedrock
of most current secondary English curricula. Together these three areas will
comprise 40% of a student’s English Language GCSE mark. The increased
demand lies in the weighting of marks for comparison and evaluation, which
call for higher order thinking processes. These cannot be taught effectively
through direct transmission (listen to me and do as I do,) but have to be
developed over a student’s 5 year secondary career through strenuous
mental activity in relation to texts and how they create their meanings.
5. High quality challenging texts. There has been much talk of the ‘race to the
bottom’ conducted by examination boards at the creation of the legacy GCSE
specifications. Whether we feel it right or not, it did become possible for a
student to attain a good GCSE grade in English having read a short novella,
an extract from a Shakespeare play and a short anthology of poetry. Other
than preparing students for the ‘heritage’ texts within GCSE specifications,
schools will be given no further interpretation of what comprises a high quality
text. The need, however, for students to adjust to social and historical frames
of reference, to feel comfortable with the rhythms of 19th century prose and to
tackle archaic vocabulary in context is clear. The approach that the schools in
6

the curriculum group took was to keep the level of challenge high in text
selection – using texts that could be used as comfortably at KS4 as at KS3 –
but enabling access by reverse engineering the route to the reading of the
text: building knowledge of context, using extracts initially to build confidence,
using tapestries of short texts to build the comparative frames of reference,
using visual and moving image texts as counterpoints to prose.
6. Independence as a reader. ‘Being more enthusiastic about reading and a
frequent reader was more of an advantage, on its own, than having welleducated parents in good jobs.’ (OECD PIRLS report 2000.) Doing all that is
possible to ensure that all students become independent readers who read for
enjoyment, is an obligatory crusade for every teacher in every school.
Translating this in to school policies and practices needs to be a long-term
and whole-school commitment. The idea of personal preferences, choices
and challenges in reading should also be modelled through the English
curriculum (see exemplar long term planning.)
7. Resilience in response to unseen reading and creation of writing.
Perhaps the greatest concern amongst English subject leaders emerged on
hearing that the revised GCSEs would be assessed through a linear and
terminal examination route. Many students, again, those most vulnerable to
not attaining a ‘good’ GCSE grade, do not seem to develop the confidence,
independence and resilience needed to face the challenge of an entirely
unseen and terminal English Language examination paper. Teaching in
English cannot rely on boosting exam skills and teaching quantifiable next
steps through transmission. It needs to:





Nurture adaptive learners, who transfer skills across contexts and genres
by building schemes that blend texts by theme, viewpoint, genre: across
time and cultures.
Ensure that we use unseen texts and some exam conditions assessment
little and often throughout KS3
Think beyond exam rubric to the big concepts in English (ref Let’s Think in
English reasoning patterns developed at King’s College)









Symbolic representation
Narrative patterns
Genre models
Purpose, audience and context
Authorial intent
Classifying language structures

Build students’ responsibility for their own progress: this means we have to
go further with the core principles of Assessment for Learning as
happening with and alongside students.

From this initial exploration, simply responding to the obligatory need for change is a
considerable task. At the start of the Spring term, the schools who comprised the
KS3 curriculum group had already begun to plan for change in this way. Working
alongside HIAS, they were then encouraged to think on a deeper level about the
7

aims, beliefs and values that ought to drive principled curriculum change, using
Trevor Walker’s design framework (see Appendix 1: The curriculum planning
process: what questions should you ask?)
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Section 2: Going beyond the programme
of study: drivers for change
Aims
What is an English curriculum FOR? The revised programme of study largely
ignores the problematic nature of English as a subject. Language use in context and
interpretations of what constitutes quality literature are in constant flux. Heritage
texts – whose heritage? High quality, challenging texts – could this include Eminem
rap lyrics? Media texts have been removed from the GCSE specification, but should
they be maintained in a KS3 curriculum?
The website created by a collaborative of English teaching associations and advisers
– Heart of English - has derived 5 key aims that are centred on outcomes for
learners and has both a historical and forward looking take on what constitutes
English.






Creative thinking and development: Enquiring minds about how language
works and what literature means: making it work for me
Widening horizons: Moving on and out, not locked in
Linking to the world beyond school: Meaning and motivation
Contexts and connections: How learning fits together
Pupil participation, independence and choice: Motivation to succeed through
choice, exploration, personal response

For more detailed information visit the website www.heartofenglish.com
What is also largely ignored is that language is identity. Language is not just a
medium for reception and expression, it is part of who we are, how we see ourselves
and how others view us. An English curriculum that promotes language access and
use as ‘enfranchisement’ to society (this term is used with reference to use of
Standard English,) needs to promote exploration of the many languages – or
discourse styles – that we have, are able to and could develop. It needs to explore
how we judge and can be judged by every utterance, tweet or paragraph composed.
Access to and confident use of Standard English, in writing and in formal spoken
contexts is an important part of this development to achieve the ‘5 outcomes’ for our
students (Standard English relates to both the vocabulary we can understand and
use and our word combining grammar.) It is desirable but not unproblematic in that
Standard English will deviate from the day-to-day spoken discourse of many
students in sometimes subtle, sometimes stark ways. The programme of study asks
that students are taught the difference between spoken and written English in order
to better inform the choices they make as writers yet we know that the aim of spoken
language study can and should be much broader than to service progress in writing.
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Key questions:
1. What can we do when introducing texts to students to ensure that they
become intrigued, not put off by its language and its context? (creating an
intriguing knowledge gap not a knowledge chasm)
2. What can we do to value students’ current language use and expertise, as
well as broadening and deepening their repertoire? (e.g. noticing aspects of
social dialect used within the school and exploring how this links to identity.)
3. If a department chooses to maintain aspects of spoken language study at
KS3, what could be done to clarify to teachers and students the purpose that
this serves in their language and analytical development?
4. In what ways can students make a ‘positive contribution’ in English: day to
day? In contexts within the school? In contexts beyond the school? How
purposeful are the texts they compose?
5. Research evidence has proven that being a reader, who reads for pleasure, is
a greater predictor of educational outcomes than socio-economic background.
In what ways can we encourage every student to see that reading can be part
of their identity?
Beliefs and values








Do you believe in a comprehensive entitlement?
Where and in what ways might this need to be flexed according to students’
profiles on entry?
What part does literature play in your students’ development and therefore
how do you ensure access?
Do you believe in the difference that mindsets can make to progress and
attainment? How is an open mindset enacted in the content, structure and
teaching and learning approaches that embody your curriculum?
If you are a faith school, how are your core values threaded through your
curriculum?
If you are a rights respecting school, what impact does this have on text
choices and the structure of learning episodes? Do students just receive the
curriculum or are there opportunities for them to co-create it?

Contextual issues
Many Hampshire schools accommodate a growing number of students from families
with English as an additional language. Lower attaining and, particularly, isolated
students who attract the pupil premium make worse progress in Hampshire than
comparable students nationally.
Lower attaining and vulnerable learners tend to feel like they don’t ‘get’ school and
school doesn’t ‘get’ them. This might be linked to specific learning difficulties, to
difficulties at home that make academic focus harder to achieve or to slow cognitive
development. Robin Alexander’s maxim that ‘talk manifests and shapes thinking’
forms a healthy reference point. Some learners are vulnerable in English due to a
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paucity in language – often vocabulary but also the more complex grammatical
constructions that express – and enable – higher order thinking.
In language development particularly, it is sometimes necessary but false to make a
distinction between what is taught and how it is taught. The KS3 curriculum group
agreed to use a shared structure for medium term planning because of its potential
to be flexible, inclusive and driven by social construction (see p. ---on case studies).
Its structure aims to support those who are vulnerable in English as much as those
who are already high attaining: achieving concrete preparation by exploring the
vocabulary and the context frames needed to access the more critical learning
journey ahead.
Questions all Hampshire schools should ask include:





How can our curriculum – its content and its delivery - diminish the impact of
inequality in both opportunities and in mindset?
What role can the English curriculum play in raising aspiration as well as
attainment?
From both the texts that we choose to explore and the way we explore them,
what messages do we send out about diversity and identity: or lack of it?
From a student’s perspective of the curriculum as it is experienced, ‘Does it
matter who I am and what I think?’
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Pedagogy and cognition:
We are, as human beings, designed to acquire vocabulary, language structures and
registers when immersed in meaningful contexts. This strongly suggests the need
for first hand experiences, writing/speaking for real audiences and purposes and the
use of drama, role-play and simulation as teaching mediums. Of these, only writing
for purpose is stipulated in the programme of study.
The era of the National Strategy did in many ways refresh the pedagogical
approaches used in secondary English classrooms. Identification of prior
knowledge, teacher demonstration of process, shared exploration through activity,
scaffolded pupil application of new learning and consolidation through
discussion/activity are now more common teaching approaches than before 2001.
Aspects like the four-part lesson and quantifiable lesson objectives also had the
effect, in some schools, of squeezing out some teaching approaches that are not
only effective but essential. It is opportune at times of curriculum change for a
department to discuss its shared pedagogical repertoire.
What teaching approaches are sacrosanct? Are certain approaches more
effective with certain groups of students, or in certain curriculum areas? In
which areas could progress be improved and so new or refreshed
approaches to teaching should be sought?
There is not the space or scope in this guidance to detail all pedagogical
approaches to teaching English. However, these prompts proved useful to
the KS3 curriculum group of schools who produced our case studies:
Speaking and listening is not a territory of the English curriculum – or
even the school curriculum, it is the air in which students need to live
and breath to stretch and develop new ways of knowing and
understanding.
We will refer here to the Expert Panel report on national curriculum review.
There is a compelling body of evidence that highlights a connection between oral
development, cognitive development and educational attainment. Over the past four
decades successive reviews, enquiries and development projects have also
explored the crucial nature of oral capability within education.
We are strongly of the view that the development of oral language should be a
strong feature of any new National Curriculum. There are three particular reasons for
this.
9.3 First, we believe that appropriate provision for the development of oral language
would improve overall levels of attainment. The evidence suggests that curricula that
are rich in provision for language and conceptual development have beneficial
effects on cognition and reasoning, and thus for performance in key domains such
as mathematics. Speech and language capabilities are strong predictors of school
attainment and of later employability.
9.4 Second, we believe that new provision could reduce the spread of attainment. In
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England, the range of attainment at age 11 is wider than in many high-performing
jurisdictions and average attainment lower. If we are to decrease this spread and
increase overall attainment, it is absolutely essential that poor language and
communication skills is tackled. This can only occur through language use in
appropriately structured activities.
9.5 Third, and more specifically in relation to basic skills, we are persuaded that oral
language is inextricably linked to both word reading skills and to reading
comprehension. This works through the development of phonological awareness,
oral vocabulary and syntactic knowledge. Early provision in the Early Years
Foundation Stage and at Key Stage 1, whilst clearly essential, is not sufficient.
NC Review expert panel report for the DFE December 2012
In fact, children’s acquisition of the knowledge, understanding and skill that enable
them to use spoken language with the fluency and flexibility necessary for learning,
employment and life requires attention to talk in its own terms as well as in the
contexts of reading and writing. This is emphatically not an either/or issue, for such a
focus draws on knowledge about the dynamics, registers and grammars of spoken
language, and of language in use in a wide variety of real life contexts, a pursuit
which is distinct from the teaching of reading and writing. This is something
employers and university admissions tutors readily understand when they complain
about school leavers’ restricted powers of oral communication and their limited ability
to shift from informal and colloquial talk to the more precise and formal registers
required for presenting and defending a case, explaining ideas, probing others’
reasoning or participating in discussion.
Response to the proposals outlined in the secretary of state’s letter of 11 June
2012, Professor Robin Alexander, University of Cambridge
The case for learning not just through talk but about talk is compelling but is perhaps
not compellingly presented in the programme of study. The attainment targets for
learning through talk sit in the introduction to the framework for all teachers in all
phases and are not, it has been suggested by Robin Alexander, sufficiently tracked
through in to each subject’s framework.
Key questions for departments







Is talk promoted at each stage of the learning process and is the purpose and
nature of this talk clarified, modeled and reflected upon?
Does the department have a shared repertoire of approaches and strategies
to learn through talk, including guidance on questioning that promotes group
thinking?
Does the department have a shared repertoire for reflecting on learning
through talk (e.g. peer group observers, talk tallies, goldfish bowl or Socratic
group talk, metacognitive plenaries)
Will the department maintain and develop learning about talk so that students
are supported and encouraged to develop a range of discourse styles
according to context and purpose – particularly since this is so crucial to the
progress made by vulnerable students?
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How do you get better at comprehension including inference?
The weighting of assessment of comprehension skills drops from around 50% of a
child’s mark in a KS2 reading SAT to 20% of the marks available for reading in the
new Language GCSE (or 10% of the whole mark.) The ideal is that as a student
progresses through KS3, less time is spent and needed on developing
comprehension skills. This of course assumes a good foundation has been set at
KS2.
The core principles from research into effective development of
comprehension skills include the need for:









Students to practise reasoning in relation to aural texts which broaden their
vocabulary, present a greater challenge than independent reading and
provoke a willingness to reflect.
Questions to prompt monitoring of explicit and implicit meanings, (What have
we learned? How do you know?) with time for thinking together, through talk,
to build inferences.
Students’ questions to be tracked and returned to over time (check, discuss,
clarify, monitor, predict)
The development of reasoning through talk, often prompted by higher order
questions and tasks, including reflections on HOW students reached their
understanding and whether different possible interpretations are plausible.
Vocabulary building – denotation and connotation - so that a student becomes
comfortable with different possible interpretations according to context.

How do we become critical and evaluative readers?
The strongest message from research in this field is that students need to be
prompted to think about how texts work throughout their schooling. Although critical
literacy always by its nature demands higher order thinking, teaching needs to create
the readiness for these ways of thinking – not wait for the readiness. Students from
lower socio-economic backgrounds typically will encounter fewer why and how
questions in their day-to-day discourse and so must be exposed to this thinking as
frequently as all students.
It goes without saying that a confident critical reader is both a fluent and a wide
reader. Additionally, the reasoning processes involved in analysing, comparing and
evaluating rely on an underlying understanding of concepts that can only be
prompted through activity, discussion and reflection in relation to texts over time (see
below)
What are the key knowledge and concepts that students need to be able to
understand, apply and transfer?





Frames of reference – personal, social, cultural, literary
Authorial intention and its link to codes/style and reader response
Symbolic representations in, for example, language choices, settings, actions
Narrative structures and how these relate to reader response and to genres
14




Language classification – word, sentence and text structures
Genre models – how they are adapted and blended by writers linked to their
intentions

What kinds of contexts and support do students need to develop their
writing behaviours and attainment?
Essentially writing is about:
1. message making – having something compelling to say (purpose) in a given
context
2. technique management – judiciously deploying language choices and
structures in service to the message
Pupils’ understanding of metalinguistic concepts is enriched if they are given
opportunities to explore linguistic features in meaningful contexts. (The Technical
accuracy project QCA, 1999, p. 28)
The prerequisite for making progress in writing is first and foremost that
students are encouraged, nurtured, provoked into having something to say
and then are involved in designing this content in to a genre and form. The
teaching approaches below are known to be effective because they build
the ability for writers to make choices about techniques and to review their
effectiveness: self regulation by another name.











the role of talk in generating ideas, composing and reviewing writing to build
cognitive behaviours when writing externally so that they can become internal
collaborative writing and review
teacher modelling of the struggle in the writing process
word study to build vocabulary networks and nuances and strategic
approaches to reading unknown words and spelling
opportunities for quick springboard writing (sometimes call free writing,) in
response to an issue or within the imaginative world of a text
short apprentice pieces with a specific improvement focus,
extended apprentice pieces that are planned, composed and reviewed over
time,
the use of multi-modal and rich literary stimuli,
the importance of choice and flexibility in task design
mantle of the expert to develop voice and viewpoint

What do we know about teaching approaches that make the biggest
impact on progress that are not specific to English?
Two very influential reviews have recently influenced policy and practice at
school level.
1. The Sutton Trust’s teaching and learning toolkit, devised to guide schools on
the use of pupil premium funding for disadvantaged children
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2. John Hattie’s Visible Learning: a meta-analysis of teaching and learning
approaches and the effect size they have on children’s attainment
Sutton Trust
1. Effective feedback
2. Meta-cognition and self
regulation strategies
3. Peer tutoring and peer
assisted learning

John Hattie’s ‘Visible
learning’
1. Student self expectations:
underpinned by learning
intentions, success criteria,
feedback on progress.

4. Early years’ intervention

2. Piagetian programs:
planning for the next stage
in cognitive development.

5. One to one tutoring

3. Response to intervention

6. Homework

4. Teacher credibility

7. ICT

5. Formative evaluation

8. Phonics

6. Micro-teaching

9. Parental involvement

7. Classroom discussion

10. Summer schools

8. Interventions for learning
disabled

11. Sports involvement

9. Teacher clarity
10. Feedback

Conflating the trends from both sets of research reviews, what should all
English departments spend time developing?
 self and peer assessment
 feedback that can be accessed and acted upon,
 appropriate feedback according to our level of expertise (task, process, selfregulation)
 social construction of knowledge (peer tutors within this)
 creating the prime conditions for cognitive conflict that bridge in to new ways
of thinking (Piaget and Vygotsky)
Because of its grounding in AfL principles, the learning episode structure that was
agreed upon by the KS3 curriculum group was seen as vital in the way that it
represents – as far as a medium term plan can - the principles of self assessment in
a planning format (see introduction to school case studies.) Of course true AfL
happens minute-to-minute, day-to-day. Teachers and students use the emerging
products in the classroom – be they in discussion or in writing – to assess progress
and plan next steps.
Equally, it is vital to mention here that it was the Hattie and Sutton Trust research that
led the HIAS English team to collaborate with King’s College London on the 2013-14
Let’s Think in English project. The Let’s Think programme is a Piagetian cognitive
16

acceleration programme. Lessons are carefully devised to bridge students in to new
ways of thinking – on their secondary phase journey to formal operations (thinking in
abstract, hypothesising and holding various frames of reference or classifications in
mind as they do so.) Socially constructed understanding and reflection are carefully
facilitated by the teacher so that the group and the individual becomes, over time,
more self reliant and self regulating. It is easy to see the high degree of match
between what is most effective and the Let’s Think approach.
For further details and the 2013-14 evaluation report on LTE Hampshire, please
contact Leah Crawford (leah.crawford@hants.gov.uk)
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What about those students who are not ‘secondary ready’?
How might curriculum TIME, STRUCTURE as well as PROVISION need to
be flexed to accelerate progress for these students?
Many literacy aims sit across all subjects and teachers. What needs to
change across the whole school for literacy development to be shared and
supported by all?






Reading diet and practice (so that decoding fluency becomes automatic)
Writing range and practice
Spelling and grammar accuracy
Handwriting fluency
Vocabulary building

Literacy interventions of any sort work best when they build self-esteem
and self efficacy, not just raw literacy skills.
To meet the aims of the national and local curriculum, is there a need to
flex the current structure of provision?


Additional English time? (smaller groups, increased intervention as students
are coached to apply skills)



Literacy during tutor time? (wide reading and spelling progress)



Alternative but time limited provision (e.g. integrated primary style curriculum
phased out more gradually, to include intervention approaches in small
groups.)



Differentiated provision within mainstream English time (setting or guided
sessions within mixed groupings)

The difficult job for schools is to ensure that provision not only causes acceleration
towards secondary ready attainment, but continues to be based around age appropriate
texts, ideas and concepts. It is just as important for lower attaining students on entry to
secondary to be exposed to and begin to develop higher order thinking, or they are likely
to fall further behind. Again, the Let’s Think in English programme is designed to be
taught to mixed ability groups in years 7 and 8. In the Hampshire trial, lower attaining
groups consisting of students on levels 3 and 4 made better progress compared to the
previously higher attaining groups. Schools investing in LTE would be justified in
spending pupil premium funds on the CPD as an intervention with proven impact.
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Section 3: Weaving together a compelling
learning experience
Exemplar long term plans
What follows is a long-term curriculum planning format that has been used by a number
of Hampshire English departments and found to be helpful. Its content was developed
by HIAS personnel as a training resource in an attempt to represent the obligatory and
desirable shifts in planning that might be common to many Hampshire English
departments. The most effective use of this resource has been as a discussion point.
Once the obligatory and then deeper, desirable layers of curriculum planning have been
explored, these exemplars are then interrogated with different frames of reference. For
example:







Could a student reflect on their own identity as a language user on this
journey?
Do the text choices reflect the diversity of the school community and stretch
beyond the borders of the school?
Do the assessment outcomes balance instructed learning journeys and
independently applied tasks?
Are students practising GCSE style assessments sufficiently but also being
assessed using other, ongoing outcomes?
Is each year’s shared reading diet engaging, enriching and challenging?
Are reading choices and challenges built in to the curriculum?

Do students play a part in designing writing tasks with a sense of audience, purpose
and context?

19

Year 7
Half termly topics

What are stories for?

Reading independence and
enjoyment

Tutor group challenge: 100 books by Christmas
‘Why be a reader?’

Writing for pleasure

Writing competition – Image
stimulus and choice of
narrative form
Modern and traditional short
stories
Tales from Outer Suburbia,
Shaun Tan
Classical myths
Ballads

Radio 2: 500 Words Competition

Reading skills

Infer with evidence
Authorial intentions
Analyse language
Make comparisons

Recognise genre conventions
and how they influence
reader response
Make comparisons

Assessment outcomes

Compare two stories with a
similar purpose but different
styles

Writing skills

Draw on knowledge of
reading to enhance writing

Group presentation on own
choice of ‘big issue’ exploring
how responses vary
according to genre and
specific language choices
Summarise and organise
material, supporting
argument

Grammar
Discuss effectiveness when
reading: apply when
writing

Sentence length and variety
for mood and viewpoint

Paragraph structures that
develop argument
Conjunctions

Assessment outcomes:
Site of instruction
(plan, draft, edit, review
process is supported)

A true or imagined short story
with symbolic emblems

Site of application
(writing process is more
independent )
Spoken contexts and texts

Let’s think lessons

Reading range

The big issue

My Rights

Iceberg thinking: symbolic
representation
Personal goals and preferences: author study
Reading Agency : instagram videos

Disability or special power?

Your languages: a wardrobe
of discourse styles
The unseen challenge, co-constructed by teacher and students.
Selecting texts for each other

Performance Poetry
Competition

Inter- tutor group debates

Non-Fiction
The Garbage King
Trash, Iqbal
Boy Overboard
A Modest Proposal
Poetry
Testimonies
Exploring how writers use
language, structure, grammar
for effect
Comparing and contrasting
texts
Reading viewpoint
Summarise presentation of
childhood in variety of texts
looking at
similarities/differences

Modern and heritage poetry
anthology around a theme
Cloudbusting, Malorie
Blackman
Love that Dog, Sharon Creech

The Curious Incident of the
Dog in the Night-time
Wonder
Freak the Mighty
My Left Foot

Personal language study:
Differences between spoken
use in different contexts
Differences between written
and spoken

Infer with evidence
Authorial intentions
Analyse language
Make comparisons

Infer with evidence
Authorial intentions
Analyse language
Make comparisons

How vocab, grammar,
structure and organization
relate to overall meaning and
effect

Read-aloud coaching triads
Optional read aloud
competition

Comparative essay

Study of own language in
context (e.g. text speak to 2
different recipients)

Adapting language, structure,
grammar for effect
Using language imaginatively
and creatively
Making word, sentence and
structural choices that
significantly impact on reader
response

Draw on knowledge of
reading to enhance writing

Summarise and organise
material

Links between poetic form
and meaning, including
punctuation, end-stop and
enjambment

How word, sentence and
structural choices create and
shift narrative viewpoint

Apply knowledge of word,
sentence, text structures to
own writing, selecting
appropriate form
Noticing the differences
between formal and informal,
written and spoken
grammars

Writing and transforming
information to argument
(report to comment)

Imaginative fiction that
encourages the reader to
empathise (fictional story or
extract/poem)

Poetry writing

Comparative essay

Producing prepared speech
for different contexts

‘Let’s think’ bridging tasks

500 word short story SLS
competition

Persuasive non-fiction text

Unseen poetry commentary

Comparative response with
unseen text/s

Reading aloud to review and
redraft

Group discussion
Debate

Read aloud performance

Group discussion

The Bridge
Sredni Vashtar
Paula Brown

Sport and games
Hemingway’s baby shoes

Analysis of speeches
Group discussion
Debate
Poetry or Prose?

Decisions
This is just to say
Papa’s Waltz

Tickits

Create talking heads
monologue using an
idiolect/sociolect or dialect
Perform/direct or provide
review and commentary on
monologue
Child’s play

Compare news report,
documentary, drama and
poetry on the same issue
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Year 8

Reading independence and
enjoyment
Writing for Pleasure

Film vs writing
Dystopias and disasters
The grammar of page and
screen
Taking responsibility to read/watch texts alongside the scheme of work.
Short film competition

Love is a drug

What makes us what we are?
nature vs nurture

The gothic imagination

Learning Shakespeare by heart
Hampshire book award
Personal writing: Why am I the way I am?

Personal author study – Gothic Genre

War of Words

Creation of precept text (see 365 Days of Wonder)

Reading range

Ghost stories and film OR Crime
fiction and drama
Heritage, modern and moving
image texts

The Hunger Games
Delirium
Maggot Moon
After Tomorrow
1984
Noughts and Crosses
When the Wind Blows

A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Romeo and Juliet
Love poetry
Shakespeare’s sonnets

The Tempest
Half Brother
Frankenstein
Oliver Twist
Blood Brothers
Non-fiction (Wolf Boy/twins
separated at birth etc)
Jungle Book

The Ancient Mariner
Frankenstein
Chris Priestley –
The Dead Men Stood Together
Mr Screecher
Woman in Black
The Raven
The Picture of Dorian Grey

Reading skills

Understanding how the work of
dramatists is communicated
effectively through performance
and how alternative staging
allows for different
interpretations of a play

Infer with evidence

Understanding how the work of
dramatists is communicated
effectively through performance
and how alternative staging
allows for different
interpretations of a play

Identifying the main theme or themes
and synthesising from more than one
text

Studying setting, plot, and
characterisation, and the effects
of these.

Recognising the possibility of and
evaluating different responses

Identifying the main theme or
themes and synthesising from
more than one text

Discussing reading, writing and
spoken language with precise and
confident use of linguistic and
literary terminology.
Reading/analysing Shakespeare
an extract and comparison

Analysis of writer’s viewpoint, arguing
opinion

Comparison of presentation of
key theme across texts

Poetry/speech reading

Expressing viewpoint

Applying conventions of genre

Draw on knowledge of reading to
enhance writing

Studying setting, plot, and
characterisation, and the effects of
these.
Make comparisons

Identifying the main theme or
themes and synthesising from
more than one text
Assessment outcomes

Writing own sequence from a
ghost story or crime novel based
on a film extract

Summary of
similarities/differences between
texts and opinion of them

Writing skills

Applying conventions of genre
Adapting language, structure,
grammar for effect

Being concise

Describe and explain

Summarising in own words

Writing to advise Shakespeare
character/modern alternative

Grammar
Discuss effectiveness when
reading: apply when writing

Draw on new vocabulary and
grammatical constructions from
their reading and listening and
using these consciously in their
writing to achieve particular
effects.

Discuss impact of writer’s
grammatical choices

Adapting grammar for purpose Modal verbs, personal pronouns,
sentence types and sentence
openers

Drawing on knowledge of literary and
rhetorical devices from their reading
and listening to enhance the impact of
their writing

Assessment outcomes
Site of instruction

Writing own ghost story or crime
sequence based on a film extract

Section from another character ‘s
perspective/additional scene

Advice writing in role (letter)

Article with clear argument

Site of application

Film review

Setting description

Advise actors on performance
within set scene (letter)

Viewpoint applied to different nonfiction outcome

Spoken language contexts and
texts

Film review discussion
programme to feed in to writing

Debate

Language in performance

Debate

Let’s think

A night at a Cottage
Alma

1984
Ojukwi

Sonnet 130
MND fairies

The Open Window

Selecting appropriate form.

Genre in different forms
Draw on new vocabulary and
grammatical constructions from
their reading and listening and
using these consciously in their
writing to achieve particular
effects.
Gothic style poem

Create extract for a gothic play
script
Create setting – alternative
staging
Texts in performance
(play/poem)

Non-fiction texts – news articles,
speeches etc (see MTP exemplars)
12 Years a Slave
“To Be Free is Very Sweet”: The Life
of Mary Prince
Free at Last!
Powerful Words
Henry’s Freedom Box
Song lyrics
How vocab, grammar, structure and
organisation relate to overall
meaning and effect

Using language imaginatively and
creatively
Adapting language, structure,
grammar for effect
How word, sentence and structural
choices create impact

Create a powerful thought
provoking text that would leave
your reader reflecting/considering/
contemplating
Speech promoting awareness of
modern day slavery

The spread of multi-ethnic
Londonese

Mary Coleridge
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Year 9
Forgive and Forget

What makes you laugh?
Language play and
satire

Reading independence
and enjoyment

Selecting from choice of seminal world literature

Writing for pleasure

Speech about the
importance of forgiveness

Reading range

Variety of persuasive nonfiction –
(leaflets/speeches/articles)
Romeo and Juliet/Friar and
Prince Speech
(Malvolio and Shylock as
contrast)
Malala speech
Nelson Mandela reconciliation and
forgiveness

Reading skills

Using and understanding of
writer’s social and
historical context to inform
an evaluation

Crime and punishment

The employability
challenge

Playing God - Invention

The non-fiction challenge: finding the most engaging
Victorian literature
and well written piece to bring to the group and
arguing its worth
Comedy Script Writing and showcase
Choice of form on a chosen topic

TV comedy compared to
heritage comedy:
comparing Comedia Del
Arte stereotypes across
Shakespeare and TV
comedy

Character stereotypes,
motivations and language
rule breaking

Macbeth
Stealing
On Murder as one of the
fine Arts, De Quincey
The Hitcher
About His Person
Vulture
Salome
Great Expectations
Oliver Twist
Non-fiction (Victoria
Criminals

Infer and deduce with
evidence
Authorial intention

Making informed personal
response that derives from
analysis and evaluation
from text

Make comparisons

BT Talk Skills and
Barclays Life Skills

Brave New World
The Time Machine
Sound of Thunder
The Signalman
Letters of Note
Argument texts
(return to Frankenstein
and Great Expectations as
counter-points)

Compare how the writers
present feelings of
forgiveness
One Shakespeare
monologue/scene

Analysing play script in
performance

Poetry analysis – unseen
poetry and comparison
with a poem (Seen or
unseen)

Reflections on KS3

Which text
types/genres/eras do
your students need to
return to?
Does there need to be a
focus on fiction/nonfiction?
Does there need to be a
focus on 19th century
texts?

Reading in different ways
for different purposes,
and comparing and
evaluating the usefulness,
relevance and
presentation of content
for these purposes

Making an informed
personal response that
derives from analysis and
evaluation of texts
Recognising the
possibility of and
evaluating different
responses

Recognising the possibility
of and evaluating different
responses
Assessment outcomes

GCSE bridging unit:
designed according to
cohort needs and class
interests

Interview panel – group
to decide who they should
employ for particular role
(based on range of CVs,
applications and
interview/presentation)

Formal argument based
on Frankenstein and
science/playing God
Analytical essay

Do you want this unit to
focus on whole texts or
extracts?
Which strands have your
students found most
challenging?
Do they need further
work on comparison?
How confident are they
with summarising?
Do they need further
work on the analysis of
language, structure and
form?
How can the assessment
task be designed to
support student progress
and to give robust data
regarding current
attainment?
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Do you want to design a
GCSE style assessment or
an assessment that allows
students absolute choice?

Writing skills

Selecting, organising and
structuring information
effectively

Grammar
Discuss effectiveness
when reading: apply
when writing

Impact of writer’s
grammatical choices

Assessment outcomes
Site of instruction

Site of application

Apply knowledge of word,
sentence, text structures
to own writing, selecting
appropriate form

Using language
imaginatively and
creatively;

Writing effectively for
different purposes and
audiences

Using information
provided by others to
write (in different forms)

Selecting vocabulary,
grammar, form, and
structural and
organisational features
judiciously to reflect
audience, purpose and
context;

Character idiolects and
rule breaking

Explaining and
illustrating how
vocabulary and grammar
contribute to
effectiveness and impact

Summary of own views on
forgiveness in different
contexts

Transformations of
traditional tales to
modern contexts

Take poem and write as
prose

Article on the theme of
forgiveness

Review of a recent TV
comedy

Take prose and write as
poem

Knowing and
understanding the
differences between
spoken and written
language

Spoken Language texts
and contexts

Speeches and debates

Perform a scene

Let’s think

Street trash

The Birthday Party

The Lucifer effect: should
we demonise murderers?

Knowing and
understanding the
differences between
spoken and written
language, including
differences associated
with formal and informal
registers, and between
Standard English and
other varieties of English
CV

Letter of application

Pitches
Interviews
Presentations

Discussing and
maintaining a point of
view
Selecting and
emphasizing key points
Writing effectively about
literature to argue
Structuring an argument
effectively using
structural and
organizational features
Sentence structures and
paragraph structures to
argue

Argument for/against
choice of scientific
advancement
(cloning/GM crops etc)
Talking Heads
monologue: confessions
of the inventor

Should we read Dickens
today?

Should the assessment
focus on one key skill or
assess all skills taught?
Which strands have your
students found most
challenging?
Do they need the
opportunity to plan, draft,
edit, proof read or do you
want to see what they can
do in exam conditions?

Do you need an
assessment that will
measure knowledge of
linguistic and literary
terminology in order to
highlight gaps?

Should the assessment
focus on one key skill or
assess all skills taught?
How can the assessment
task be designed to
support student progress
and to give robust data
regarding current
attainment?
Do you want to design a
GCSE style assessment or
an assessment that allows
students absolute choice?
How will the talk focus on
the learning covered and
next steps?
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Section 4: KS3 curriculum group case
studies and exemplar medium term plans
Subject leaders from the schools in this group were invited to form the curriculum group
because:





They had good existing curricula
They are forward thinking and reflective
Students in their schools make good progress in English
Together, they represented a good range of contexts across Hampshire

Each case study will speak for itself in terms of the chosen influences on curriculum
design.
What became clear early on in discussion was that there was a shared understanding of
the need to embed assessment for learning principles throughout and between learning
journeys. All schools could see that AfL can be and is part of the answer to securing the
engagement and progress of ALL students as it can, over time:
 build resilience in the face of difficulty (delayed gratification)
 provide layers in feedback: task, process, self-regulation
The group agreed to develop medium term planning in an agreed format that supports
(and as a management tool can partly legislate for) embedded AfL. The common episodic
planning format enables dialogic teaching and learning at all stages:
1. Engage: Why is this interesting and what is its relevance to you? (curiosity is built
on knowledge gaps not chasms. Making sense of the new by relating to the known)
2. Prepare: What skills will we need to be successful? For what outcome are we
preparing? What would progress look like? (building the foundation for self
assessment)
3. Investigate: Exploring the content: How do we feel? How are we doing? Are our
needs different? Are we ready to apply? Honesty in reciprocal feedback builds trust
and lays the foundation for differentiation
4. Use/apply/create: an outlet/ a context to try out newly acquired skills. Stepped
tasks can lead towards independence or provide a range of ‘entry levels’ of
challenge.
5. Reflect: Did we make progress? If yes – what made the difference. If not – what
were the hard bits/the barriers? What could we do about them?
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Name of school

Wildern School

Contextual
information

Wildern is a large comprehensive secondary school. The school is
graded Outstanding and has recently become a National Teaching
School. Based in Hedge End, the school intake for SEN and Pupil
Premium is below the national average, and the average KS2 point
score is slightly above the national average.

Focus for
development

As a department, we feel strongly that no student should be left
behind, and with a shift towards more challenging texts, we felt it was
important to review our current KS3 curriculum and ensure that we
were preparing all of our students for the new challenges at KS4.
Throughout all of our new schemes, we want to ensure that we are
challenging our most able readers, and supporting our lower students
to ensure they do not become disaffected. One of the biggest
challenges of the new KS4 curriculum is to ensure that there is a
balance between the breadth of texts studied and the depth in which
texts are studied. Through our KS3 curriculum we want to develop
resilient readers who are able to confidently approach challenging,
unseen texts by the time they are taking their GCSE exams.
Another important factor for our KS3 model was to develop competent
and adaptive writers. When deciding on our approach at KS3, we felt
it important to continue to bridge the gap between reading and writing,
and have subsequently built free writing tasks into all of our reading
SOW in order to gradually develop confident, independent and resilient
writers throughout our KS3 programme. Taking into consideration the
greater demands of SpaG, now weighted at 25% at GCSE (across
Language and Literature), we also felt it important to teach grammar
through everything we do, rather than in isolation.
As a department, we are continuing to bridge the gender gap, and felt
it was important for us to consider how we would engage boys in the
English curriculum, particularly in a unit entitled Romanticism, and this
is why we chose to look at this unit first.
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What did this aspect of the curriculum used to look like?
While our Year 8 curriculum contains several engaging and challenging units of work, we
feel that we need to incorporate more challenging texts and give a more holistic feel to the
year. In respect of poetry, our key focus for development, students are at present required
to study a range of high quality, pre-1914 and contemporary poetry. Our current model
means that students study poetry through a Voices of War unit in Year 7 and through an
Innocence and Experience Unit in Year 8. While we are continuing to study poetry
through conflict and Voices of War in Year 7, we feel that for our Year 8 students we need
to introduce them to a greater breadth of poetry, hence the Romantic unit. This should
prepare them for the new, and more demanding Literature GCSE, where they will be
required to respond to poetry from 1789 onwards, including Romantic poetry.
Why did we need to lead development?
We knew it was necessary to build into our KS3 curriculum the study of more challenging
texts. Our key aims of building greater resilience and independence in our students is
particularly relevant in light of the changes to GCSE. We also wanted students to be more
conscious of how texts might be linked and be able to respond to unseen texts in a more
meaningful way.
What did we do?
Our first step has been to redesign the Year 8 Curriculum (more details below). In
particular we created a new Romantic poetry unit. Romanticism covers diverse and
interlinked themes and concepts and at first it was a daunting prospect deciding on the
direction we would take. We certainly didn’t want to ‘dumb’ down the Romantic poetry that
we were going to explore but we also needed to develop a scheme that was accessible
and engaging for all our Year 8 students. In the end we developed a scheme of work that
focused on the Romantic theme: Nature and the Romantic Imagination, with a specific
focus on the Sublime. Our first learning episode is entitled Shipwrecks and the Sublime.
We’ve incorporated exciting visuals: Romantic paintings of shipwrecks (The Medusa) and
contemporary topical texts and events (Japanese Tsunami) to supplement our scheme. It
was important for us to weave in reflections on identity so one of the warm up activities
encouraged students to reflect on their relationship with the natural world. The challenge is
there though in the study of a range of Romantic texts, including an extract from Byron’s
Don Juan.
The second learning episode is framed around the Let’s Think in English model, a
cognitive acceleration style of learning that has been trialled this year with Year 9 classes.
The theme is based on the daffodils inspired work of William and Dorothy Wordsworth and
includes pupils exploring how gender might influence the style of a piece of writing and
genre conventions.
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What have we achieved so far?
The Year 8 Curriculum has been redesigned. The existing Heroes and Villains unit, which
includes the study of King Lear or Romeo and Juliet has been revamped with a greater
focus put on the theme of Nature. Travel writing and an introduction to the novel, with a
focus on Gulliver’s Travels, has also been included. The theme of Nature continues first
with the Romantics unit, then with our Science and Nature unit in the summer term where
students will study the Gothic and the key text Frankenstein. As issues to do with identity
and perspective run through these units, there will be plenty of creative writing
opportunities built into our curriculum.
What are the prospects for further development?
We aim to look at a Year 7 and Year 9 schemes with this more holistic approach in mind.
We hope to design more Let’s Think style lessons and incorporate them into our new
schemes.

What our teachers and pupils have to say
The department is excited by the changes and have been working hard adapting existing
schemes of work and rewriting new ones. Students will be asked to evaluate our schemes
next year as part of our existing Pupil Voice initiative.

Key contacts:
Ruth Thornton
r.thornton@wildern.sch.uk
Penny Langford
p.langford@wildern.sch.uk
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Nature and the Romantic
Imagination: episode 1

Engage: A warm-up period when pupils get
acquainted with the context

Make links to prior learning
explicit

1. Explode the word “Nature” with pupils. What do
they think it means? What are its connotations and
associations. Have in mind that nature is a human
idea, with a long and complicated cultural history
which has led different human beings to conceive of
the natural world in very different ways, depending
on their varying social and cultural backgrounds.
Nature, with all the rich connotation and emotional
power that the term can carry, depends very much
on our own social positioning.

At the beginning of every
geography unit pupils work
through a short module “Awe and
Wonder”. They are encouraged to
consider what is extraordinary
about the environment/
country/landscape that they are
about to explore. Explain to pupils
that are many of our attitudes
towards Nature were formed
during the era we call
2. Pupils explore people’s perspectives of the natural Romanticism. (Refer to attached
world by studying a range of photos. Pose the
notes on this period to help you
questions: What are the people (or what is the
talk about what was happening
person thinking and feeling? How would you describe during this time) When we refer to
the relationship between the people in the photos
‘getting back to nature’ and being
and the natural world they are surrounded by? How
‘one with nature’, this is the time
do you know? Do you identify with any of the people when these attitudes were first
in the photos? How do you view nature?
introduced.
3. Listen to the two sound clips. How different are
they? Draw a picture that captures the mood and
tone of each piece. Abstract shapes and images are
fine. Fill your page! Think about the colour choices.
Show pupils the two contrasting paintings of a natural
landscape. Which piece of music would go with
which painting? Why?
4. Introduce pupils to the idea that the Romantic
imagination challenged previous neo classical ideals
of order and reason. The enclosed gardens of the
17th Century symbolised aristocratic confinement and
control. Untamed landscapes represented freedom
and release. Also many Romantic writers were
concerned about how industrialisation would have an
impact on the natural world. We are going to
investigate how Romantic poetry made people view
nature in very different ways.
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Prepare
A period to share initial ideas and get a sense of
the task ahead

Ensure next steps are relevant:
set the pitch of learning
outcomes in line with the
students in front of you

To help us answer the enquiry questions What
attitudes to nature are expressed in the writing? and
How are these expressed through the Romantic
Imagination? - study the selection of poetry
quotations. Which photos would you match them
with? Why? Are there any quotations that are
similar? Think of vocab/meaning/tone. What do we
notice about the writing style and choice of words. Is
it possible to categorise the words. For example,
words to do with the spirit, soul and mind. Words to
do with the physical world. Powerful adjectives pronouns – The frequent use of I. Is it possible to
begin to make some inferences about the Romantic
Imagination and its connection to nature?

Here pupils are being introduced
to one of the key themes of
Romantic writing: that it’s not just
describing the natural world but it’s
also considering the writer’s
attitude towards the scene – the
effect on their soul, mind and their
imagination. This will link to ideas
about identity in Daffodils
Episode 2.
Opportunities to remind pupils
about word class. Interventions will
need to be put in place to support
comprehension of more complex
vocab and ideas

Investigate
A period to categorise or organise new ideas and
knowledge

Reflections on learning as it is
happening

Shipwrecks and the Sublime.

Think about using a range of talk
strategies to support discussion on
the Sublime concept: P4C/
basketball/ABC/ Socratic
discussion.

Key Texts:
Don Juan – by Lord Byron The Shipwreck Canto ii
stanzas 49 -53
Der Sturm – epigraph by Johann Joachim Ewald
The Voyage – extract by Robert Southey
The Raft of the Medusa (painting) by Gericault
The Shipwreck (painting) by Turner

What are pupils current knowledge
and understanding of poetic
devices? Do you need to remind
pupils of the definition of figurative
language?

What does the word ‘sublime’ mean to us? We often
hear the word to describe how something is amazing,
beautiful and delicious. The sublime in Romantic
terms is the idea that we are terrified and fascinated
at the same time by nature. Can we think of times
when we were in awe of nature? Often the ocean is
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used by painters and writers to show how fear and
horror and fascination crash together: “..the ocean is
an object of no small terror. Indeed terror is in all
cases whatsoever, either openly or latently the ruling
principle of the sublime” (Burke 1757 – philosopher)
Where else have we seen the power of nature?
Recent storms and floods for example
1. Watch this clip:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRDpTEjumdo
Tsunami wave crashing into a town in Japan.
Discuss how you are horrified and captivated by this
clip. Focus on the voyeuristic nature of our response.
It’s uncomfortable to admit that we are fascinated by
this dreadful scene. Read the excerpt from The
Voyage. What is the poet saying about how we react
to terrible events? Can we relate his ideas to our
response to the tsunami? Make a list of the ‘sublime’
moments. eg the dramatic effects and devices that
have come to be expected of ‘sublime’ art and
poetry, such as sharp contrasts in light and dark,
battering winds, turbulent seas, destruction of
ships/buildings, struggling human beings.
2. Study the shipwreck paintings. Choose one figure
to focus on. Use hot seating or mind mapping to
imagine what the person is thinking and feeling. You
could use a slow reveal technique to help pupils
focus on the specific ‘sublime’ details of the painting
first. How do we respond to the painting? Where are
our eyes drawn? How are we made to imagine the
people’s despair and suffering?
3. Now focus on the two written texts. How do the
writers make us feel that we are there? Focus on the
use of natural imagery and narrative voice. What
happens to the voice at the end of Eward’s short
epigraph: Der Sturm? How does the explicit
reference to the writer effect our response to the
scene? How does Bryon use imagery in his poem to
make us feel we are part of this shipwreck? What
‘sublime’ imagery is used? Possible approaches to
reading the poem: freeze framing the action in each
stanza; drawing the powerful images; silver bullet the
poem, You could divide the poem up and choose the
most powerful images and draw them.
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Use/apply/create
A period to deploy or re-shape new knowledge

Planned opportunities for
assessment evidence

Now go back to the shipwreck paintings – Turner/
Gericault/ or to the Tsunami clip. Choose one of the
individuals on the rafts or in the Japanese disaster.
What are they thinking and feeling? What has just
happened? What writers would have something to
say about this scene eg a journalist, novelist,
blogger, poet etc? Choose one of these writers’ ‘hats’
and produce a piece of writing using the painting as a
stimulus. Aim to use ‘sublime’ imagery. How can you
make your writing evoke feelings of both awe and
horror?

Pupils are being asked to respond
creatively here. They are given the
choice of genre to write in.
Conventions of that text type might
need to be touched on first
Opportunities to generate ideas
through discussion need to be built
in here and planning time given.

Reflect
A period to present and reflect on learning

Learning outcomes shared and
reflected upon

Share your work with the class. Reflect on which
genre was most effective in conveying the horror of
the scene. What ‘sublime’ effects were created in the
writing. Paintings/youtube clip could be viewed as
writing is being read out

Consider who has grasped the
idea of the sublime and used
powerful imagery to create horrific
effects

Outline of Episode Two
Daffodils and Identity
Key Texts
Daffodils by William Wordsworth
Grasmere Journal extract by Dorothy Wordsworth
The notes on this link will guide you through an analysis of both texts.
http://www.rc.umd.edu/pedagogies/commons/ecology/hess/hess.html
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Let’s think in English: A daffodil walk
Reasoning pattern: genre
The class will read Dorothy Wordsworth’s diary extract in which she remembers coming
upon a swaying river of daffodils dancing in the wind. They will then read Wordsworth’s
poem that was based on the shared experience, inspired by and developed after reading
Dorothy’s journal two years after the actual walk.
Concrete preparation
Do not tell the students anything about the authors of the texts or the context in which they
were written. Explain that we are going to read two texts that describe a walk. In both
texts the writer encounters some daffodils and describes them.
Read the diary extract and establish comprehension of what has happened.
Read the poem.
Social construction 1
Could the texts refer to the same event?
If so – what makes you think this?
If not – why not?
(pronouns – shared or solitary experience – any difference in feelings- position in relation
to the daffodils – close up or at a distance)
Social construction 2
Do the texts present the same view of the daffodils? (mention the daffodils for the same
reason?)
Cognitive conflict
Is this the same writer?
If so – why do you think so?
If not – why not?
After discussion and feedback, present the authors of the texts and their relationship.
Explain that they were together for the walk and the diary entry from Dorothy was written
that night. William wrote his poem some 2 years later.
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Reflection
Is it just that Dorothy and William had different things to say that makes these texts
different, or is the difference due to the form they have chosen?
Can a diary entry have the same effect on the reader as a poem?
Bridging
Imagine that further on in Dorothy’s journal she recalls observing the field of daffodils.
What would she write about? Why would she want to remember them?
Have a go at writing her entry.
Now imagine that 2 years later Dorothy has read her brother’s poem. What would she
think of it? What would she write in her journal?
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Name of school

Crestwood College

Contextual
information

Crestwood College is a smaller than average sized secondary
school; however the number of students receiving pupil premium
is above average. The number of students with SEN needs is
also above national average; this is partly but not wholly due to
the onsite Local Authority Resourced Provision for Dyslexic
students. The school is based in Boyatt Wood, Eastleigh.
The English department had begun looking at changes to the
current KS3 schemes of learning, however this was very much at
‘layer 3’ looking predominantly at curriculum design and what
amendments and additions would need to be made to current
schemes of learning in order to meet the requirements of the new
PoS. After attendance at the curriculum steering group, the
department decided to adopt a new mode of planning for KS3
establishing a ‘tapestry of texts’ for each scheme and planning in
a holistic and thematic manner.
The challenges for the department and the school as a whole are
ensuring a appropriate level of challenge for HPA students;
tackling a dip in progress for a significant number of students in
Year 8; providing a curriculum that also meets the needs of
students who begin at Crestwood working at or below a Level 3
and successfully embedding grammar for writing across the
curriculum along with extended writing.

Focus for
development

The department decided to focus on re-writing the Year 8
curriculum and schemes of learning, whilst also developing the
English curriculum as a whole to ensure continuity and
progression of skills over the 5 years in secondary education as
oppose to two distinct key stages.
The focus for development was Year 8. This is because they will
be the first group to sit the new style, tougher GCSE in 2017. It
was agreed that schemes of learning will be thematic, episodic
and encompass both reading and writing skills and potentially
assessments. A necessity for breadth and depth of both fiction
and non-fiction texts was also agreed.
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What did this aspect of the curriculum used to look like?
Previously in Year 8 the students would have studied the following schemes of
learning:


Travel writing



War Poetry



A contemporary novel



Introduction to Media Studies



AF reading and writing skills



A Shakespeare play

Why did we need to lead development?
The Year 8 curriculum required development because it was very AF driven and did
not facilitate the development of the skills required to tackle the new style GCSE.
There was also a need to incorporate a wider variety of comparative and analytical
activities as these AOs will carry the heaviest weighting in the new GCSE. Moreover,
it was felt that some of the schemes did not address the requirements for the new
KS3 PoS, for example the necessity to now enable students to study ‘Seminal World
Literature’ and at least two Shakespeare texts along with Romantic Poetry. Finally,
the previous Year 8 schemes did not give enough opportunities for flexibility when
planning for the wide ability range of students we have at Crestwood.
The changes to the Year 7 curriculum have been successful, with a greater focus on
independent learning and opportunities to co-construct learning. The plan was to take
the most successful elements of these plans and use them as a starting point for
planning the new Year 8 schemes of learning.
What did we do?
Firstly, the department agreed a framework for the new schemes of learning ensuring
that all aspects of the new PoS and our own school context were being met. It was
agreed that we would have:


6 schemes of work running across Year 8



The schemes will be 18 lessons in length (lessons are 75 minutes long at
Crestwood and we have 6 lessons of English per fortnight)



The schemes will include 3 ‘Let’s Think’ cognitive acceleration lessons
(thinking skills) as trialled this year



3 ‘free writes’ where students have to write for an extended period



1 (or 2 if appropriate for the group) key assessment either assessing reading
or writing



Coverage of approximately 6 texts including: fiction, non-fiction, pre and post
1914 texts, prose, drama, poetry, male/female/different cultures writers.
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It was then agreed that each scheme would be based around an overarching theme.
We then discussed texts that we could use with these themes and also asked current
Year 8 students to contribute to this process getting them what they would like to
study and why. Although the new GCSE and assessment measures remain
consistently in the background for all of this, our aim as a department is to provide a
vibrant KS3 curriculum which students enjoy, giving both breadth and depth of study
for both Language and Literature.
What have we achieved so far?
Two of the schemes of learning are complete and the rest are a work in progress.
What are the prospects for further development?
The plan is to look at the Year 9 curriculum and see how this can be developed as a
more successful ‘bridging’ year between KS3 and KS4. Additionally, once the new
GCSE specifications are available and we have decided upon an exam board
specification to follow, we will be able to tweak the schemes of learning to ensure that
the skills required for the exams are fully embedded from Year 7.
The thematic schemes of learning are, by their very nature, organic. As new things
come to light in the media and as we teach the schemes for the first time, there will
be a range of opportunities to evaluate, adapt and add to the schemes. Our schemes
are planned aspirationally for high attaining students, however our intervention team
and some of the English department also plan to look at the necessary adaptations
for our students with lowest prior attainment.
Key contact
Kate Smith,
Hampshire Lead Teacher for English/Lead Practitioner
Crestwood College
kate.smith@crestwood.hants.sch.uk
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Learning episodes: The beautiful game

What does this
look like in terms
of assessment?

Engage
A warm-up period when pupils get acquainted
with the context
This could be engagement through:






What is more important in people’s lives –
sport or games? (LTE: Sport and Games)
Why do sports need to have rules? (LTE:
Sport and Games)
If gene therapy is allowed, will competitive
sport still be worthwhile? (LTE: Sport and
Games)
How can memories be retold through writing?

Make links to prior learning
explicit






Can I synthesise
information from different
sources to support
perceptive comments?
Can I identify and use an
extensive and ambitious
vocabulary to create subtle
effects?
Can I evaluate the validity
of alternative interpretations
of texts?

Exploration and comparison of:




How football is presented in the media
How sport and music relate to memories
Images and sound clips related to football and
the different contexts for the sport around the
world

Students to express their own experiences of sport
and to debate whether football really is a ‘beautiful’
game.
Groups to evaluate a range of fiction and non-fiction
sources to support this discussion.
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Prepare
A period to share initial ideas and get a sense of
the task ahead











Expert groups to look at short extracts from
Hillsborough testimonials and piece together
what the text might be about
Can we still call football a beautiful game?
Match up celebrities and their wealth – what
are their occupations? Which people are most
deserving of their wealth? Share top ten
earning footballers and discuss. Have boxing
match style debate on wages
Shared reading of adapted version of ‘Street
Trash’ by Tony Parsons (LTE: Street Trash)
Extract from A Modest Proposal for relief of
suffering in Ireland
Explore: How can the media skew our
perceptions of different groups of people?
If we come across writing that is unfair about
people, should we refuse to read it?

Ensure next steps are relevant:
set the pitch of learning
outcomes in line with the
students in front of you










Can I evaluate the extent to
which specific aspects of a
text reflect its social and
historical context?
Can I evaluate the validity
of alternative interpretations
of texts?
Students will be able to
compare a range of texts
from different times
They will be able to
recognise links and build up
their analysis of language
Cognitive conflict questions
facilitate higher order
thinking and responses

Investigate
A period to categorise or organise new ideas and
knowledge
Tasks could include:








Looking at a range of blogs, fanzines and
match reports identify and comment on the
PAFF
Revise levels of formality and sentence variety
for effect
Students compare and evaluate the texts
focusing particularly on sentence construction
Share images of super fans throughout the
ages: Why do people behave in this way?
Students to share their own celebrity/football
etc heroes and discuss why they feel as they
do about them.
Students to discuss games they used to play
in the playground at Primary school. What was

Reflections on learning as it is
happening







How do all the different
types of text present sport?
How does PAFF impact on
content, vocabulary and
grammar?
What is different about
reading a fiction and nonfiction text? What do we
bring to the text as a
reader?
Can I evaluate the
effectiveness of specific
aspects of language
through judicious
comparison?
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the atmosphere like?
Exploration and comparison of Berlie
Doherty’s poems: Playgrounds and Quieter
than Snow
Use Soccer Aid website information and
Unicef charity work. Ask: How does having
high profile sportsmen and women supporting
a charity impact on a campaign? Students to
consider other examples they know.
Analysis of the presentational devices used in
the webpage and discuss impact on the
reader.
Comparison of webpage with a print based
article about Soccer Aid.
Shared reading of short story: Father’s Eyes.
Ask: How old do you think the boy is at the
beginning of the story?
Students to consider: Why does the boy never
get the chance to play even though he is very
dedicated? Do you think this is fair? This could
lead onto a discussion about talent versus
hard work.
Read extract from Bounce: What is talent?
And discuss.
Ask: Why does the father’s support of his son
never waver? Would it have been better for
him to persuade his son to try other hobbies?
What do we find out about the Father at the
end of the story? Does this change our
opinion on his unwavering support of his son?
Was the coach right to let him play in the
crucial play off game? Do you think it was a
fitting ending to the story? Is it believable?
How else could it have ended?






What makes us donate to
charity?
Can I critically evaluate the
texts that I have read by
relating them to other texts
from my wider reading?
Can I identify and explain
the effect of structural
features used in a text by
relating them to the overall
meaning?

Use/apply/create
A period to deploy or re-shape new knowledge





Students complete free write: Blog entry for a
super fan. Agree success criteria and model
prior to writing
Students to create their own multi-modal
advertising campaign using celebrity

Planned opportunities for
assessment evidence




Can I exploit the form and
stylistic devices of a writing
style to suit the PAFF?
Can I exploit the formal and
stylistic devices of a text
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endorsement for a charity of their choice.
Could be print based, TV, radio, podcast
advert and success criteria needs to be
defined by the group. Watch a range of charity
adverts in preparation
Compile memorable character success criteria
and complete ‘writing races’ allowing students
to generate ideas for characters.
Based on what they learnt about the
characters in Father’s Eyes students create a
character who never gives up. They can do
this independently and in groups.
Co – construct the presentation method for
these characters – could be profiles,
introductory descriptive paragraph,
monologue, Big Brother diary room entry etc.
Planning for key assessment: co – construct
an assessment question with the group based
around the scheme’s content.
Provide example assessment questions for
structure. Once question is agreed compile a
key words list and reinforce spelling rules.
Evaluate different planning methods and
model planning a response before students
select their own preferred planning method
Key assessment completion in controlled
conditions











type?
Can I use highly original
methods and approaches to
communicate ideas?
Can I write in paragraphs
with a clear topic sentence
and fully developed ideas?
Can I spell most uncommon
words from an ambitious
vocabulary?
Peer assessment of
planning and draft openings
of assessment (opportunity
for use of green pens of
progress to improve)
Teacher assessment of key
task

Reflect
A period to present and reflect on learning









Key assessment feedback from Teacher and
target setting
Targets framed as questions to encourage
student feedback
Students to respond to targets explaining how
they will meet them – link to target
grades/bands
STIR time to reflect upon response and patch
improve a student identified paragraph
Re-assessment against success criteria
Unit evaluation and student voice work to
inform next teaching of unit.

Learning outcomes shared and
reflected upon






What is more important in
people’s lives – sport or
games?
Can I reflect on my own
writing and use verbal and
written feedback to make
improvements?
Can I take responsibility for
my own writing and
demonstrate my progress
over time?
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Name of school

Eggar’s School

Contextual
information

Eggar’s is a relatively small secondary school with less than average
vulnerable or statemented pupils; the school does also have a dyslexia
unit for resourced provision pupils. The English department has
achieved results, at KS4, significantly above average and has a three
year average of 80% for pupils with 3 levels of progress, or more.
The progress at KS3 has historically been less than the progress at
KS4 though; this may have been partially due to following a two year
KS3 curriculum and a three year KS4. Within the school statemented
pupils achieve well but SA+ pupil achieve less well.
As the whole school follows a three year KS4 curriculum we needed to
review the current KS3 curriculum to ensure it met the changing
demands on the new GCSEs and provided more transition between
the key stages to further allow all pupils to embed skills learnt during
KS3 and develop the skills required for KS4 –it is hoped that this would
ensure less variation between groups of pupils completing KS4.

Focus for
development

As a department we were concerned with the loss of some American
texts from the KS4 curriculum as we felt that this was integral for the
pupils’ SMSC education and wider global awareness. However we
were also reluctant to focus entirely on one text and wanted to see the
changes in the curriculum as an opportunity to extend the texts studied
and to provide pupils with a wider and more varied understanding of
American texts.
During our review of KS3 we had begun to take a more thematic
approach to the modules studied and this approach seemed much
more suited to an episodic approach which would provide a wider
range of texts and contexts.
We were also aware that all pupils would also have to become much
more confident completing terminal assessments under timed exam
conditions which was an aspect that had almost become lost within
Year 9.

What did this aspect of the curriculum used to look like?
Year 9 had been used to introduce the GCSE Literature texts to pupils and had also been
used for pupils to complete their first piece of GCSE controlled assessment so whilst it had
always been viewed as a transition year the focus had become more directed towards
GCSE.
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Why did we need to lead development?
It was very much an aim that the units of study would become much more progressive
with overt references back to previous units as well as explaining pupils’ development of
skills within the future – it was our overall aim that KS3 would became a learning journey
rather than a series of independent units.
In addition we also had to ensure that the schemes of work encompassed certain aspects
of the new curriculum:


Study seminal world literature



Study a range of authors, including at least two authors in depth each year.
Therefore it was intended that this particular unit would go some way towards
meeting the new statutory requirements.

We also wanted to encourage pupils’ confidence in formal timed exams as this will be
essential to success at KS4.
Following involvement within the development group a real priority for me was to ensure
that pupils were provided with a wide range of authors: male and female, varied heritages
and backgrounds as well as from a wide period of history – I was very aware that our
pupils seem to have very preconceived stereotypical views on global society and wanted
to include authors that would challenge these ideas.
What did we do?
As a department we mapped the new schemes of work throughout Years 7,8 and 9 taking
a thematic approach for each and ensuring that there would be an even distribution of all
the strands within English across each year group
The schemes are each 18 x 50 minute lessons; we have 4 lessons per week at KS3 and
in addition to the scheme of work we have mapped in one grammar / airbrick lesson per
week.
Following this each member of the department picked units which they would work on,
either individually or in pairs.
What have we achieved so far?
The new curriculum map for KS3 has now been designed; three schemes of work have
been completed and will be the first units taught in September and the rest are underway.
What are the prospects for further development?
As each unit is taught we will review and revise them as necessary; any revision will also
be influenced by the specifications at KS4 – as and when they gain approval.
If this proves successful we may also consider the development of thematic approaches
into KS4.
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What our teachers and pupils have to say
As yet this unit has not been taught.
Key contact
Kate Shawyer
Curriculum Leader for English
Eggar’s School

Email: kshawyer@eggars.hants.sch.uk
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American Literature: an introduction to Year 9
Engage
Why is this interesting and what is its relevance to
you? (curiosity built on knowledge gaps not chasms.
Making sense of the new by relating to the known).


American Culture – what do they know about it?
-

where does their knowledge of American
culture come from?
How does American culture influence or
impact on us?



Do we have a global culture – to what extent?
- What supports or hinders a global culture?



Timeline activity of American Literature

Make links to prior learning
explicit.

Using knowledge of
language development to
form timeline.
Cross-curricular links to
knowledge of Pilgrim
fathers – localised
knowledge – left from
Southampton.

Should American culture be
Language detectives - pupils to matchup author, text
and image based on info given. Could also be linked to a consideration for us – is it
important in our lives?
American History timeline.
http://www.pbs.org/wnet/americannovel/timeline/
http://public.wsu.edu/~campbelld/amlit/1651.htm



Pupils create 3 minute master class on each
author.



Slow-reveal of Mayflower image –link with letter
from passenger.
First person account of sailing from
Southampton.
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Prepare
What skills will we need to be successful? For what
outcome are we preparing? What would progress look
like? (self reported grades)

Ensure next steps are
relevant: set the pitch of
learning outcomes in line
with the students in front
of you.

Examining how external aspects influence a text:

Reading Skills:



Phillis Wheatley poetry: language used for power –
or was she in fact powerless – examination of how
the personal context of an author can determine
what they produce.





‘An Hymn to Humanity’
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2013/dec/23/poemof-the-week-phillis-wheatley-an-hymn-to-humanity



Cask of Amontillado – link to Gothic tradition,
reading assessment examining how language
reflects the Literary tradition.









Extract from ‘The Scarlett Letter’ examination of the
social attitudes presented in the extract – link back
to puritan influences on Literature.
Extract from ‘The Great Gatsby’ to examine how
economic situations can influence texts and
possibly provide warnings use the extract to
contextualise the extract in relation to social
economic influences.



Narrative perspectives – using the extracts to
examine how the perspective influences the reader



Summarise a part of a Poe short story within a set
word count.

Assessing and analysing narrative perspectives:




‘To Kill A Mockingbird’ – Scout, the child and Scout
the narrator.
‘Catcher in the Rye’ – Holden Caulfield.
‘Of Mice and Men’








Authorial
contextual
influence.
Generic literary
influences;
Social moral
attitudes and
influences on a
text.
Economic and
lifestyle influences
on a text.
Summary skills.
Reader influences
– how different
readers interpret
texts – truly
independent
readers.
How can narrative
perspectives
influence a reader?
Review new
marking criteria
from the 2017 Spec

Speaking & Listening:


Should Literature
be censored?
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Investigate
Exploring the content: how do we feel? How are we
doing? Are our needs different? Are we ready?
Honesty in reciprocal feedback builds trust and lays
foundation for differentiation.
Read whole text – ‘Of Mice and Men’
Focus on: Setting, characters, language, structure,
themes

Reflections on learning
as it is happening





Using language terminology – create a glossary
separate from their English book to encourage crosscurricular links.

External influences:
Jim Crow Laws - http://www.pbs.org/wnet/jimcrow/



Scottsboro trial http://law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/scottsb
oro/scottsb.htm
Great Depression
Wall Street Crash



Consideration of
Steinbeck’s
authorial intentions.
Character
empathies –
examine how
different readers
respond differently.
How does the
social context
influence the text?
Interview
characters from
texts – radio
interview, hot
seating, chat show.
Create Wikipedia
entries for each
character

Authorial Influences:
Steinbeck’s vision of his characters – Miss Luce letter
Steinbeck’s own observations of migrant workers –
‘Harvest Gypsies’
http://newdeal.feri.org/steinbeck/hg01.htm - potential
comparisons with news reports on migrant workers
today.
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Use / apply / create
An outlet/ a context to try out newly acquired skills. Stepped
tasks lead towards independence.

Planned opportunities
for assessment
evidence

Responding to ‘Of Mice and Men’

Complete a formal
assessment based on
the new Lit paper
aspects also included
from the Language
paper.

Do you think Steinbeck achieved what he wanted?

Pupils could also look at why texts have been controversial
and occasionally banned – ‘The Hunger Games’, ‘To Kill a
Mockingbird’ and ‘The Catcher in The Rye’ have all been
banned in some Libraries or schools in America at some
point.
‘To Kill A Mockingbird’ http://censorshipandtokillamockingbird.weebly.com/whywas-it-banned.html
‘Catcher in the Rye’ and others http://entertainment.time.com/2011/01/06/removing-the-nword-from-huck-finn-top-10-censored-books/slide/thecatcher-in-the-rye2/#./?&_suid=14029102689800938381993979823

Reflect
Did we make progress? If yes – what made
the difference. If not – what were the hard
bits/the barriers? What could we do about
them?

Learning outcomes shared and
reflected on

How is American Literature important to
global understanding?

How does American Literature affect
us in Britain today?

Should it be reintroduced to the National
Curriculum?
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Name of school

Lakeside School

Contextual
information

An Outstanding BESD school for boys with emotional, behavioural and
social issues. All boys are statemented and many have additional
learning difficulties or depressed reading and spelling ages, often
linked to their behavioural issues.

Focus for
development

The use of Drama to develop understanding of Shakespeare within the
new KS3 English Curriculum.
(Additionally, also looking at the use of drama strategies to develop
language and communication skills)

What did this aspect of the curriculum used to look like?
Currently, pupils are required to study one Shakespeare play at KS3. At Lakeside we
explored Romeo and Juliet, focusing on key scenes, themes of gangs and family and
resulting in two pieces of written work for assessment and one drama S&L task. The new
curriculum will require pupils to study two Shakespeare plays in full at KS3 (and two at
KS4).
Why did we need to lead development?
Many teachers of English do not feel confident or equipped to approach the teaching of
Shakespeare in a practical way. With Shakespeare more prominent in the new curriculum,
pupils need to engage and enjoy studying his work. I believe that in order for this to
happen, pupils need to develop a real understanding of the context and background to
Shakespeare as well as his relevance in today’s world and this needs to occur early on in
the learning process before texts are studies in any depth.
What did we do?
As Head of English & Drama, I am in a fortunate position in that I can access resources
easily from both subjects. I have also built up several contacts with theatre practitioners
over the years. The first thing I did was to speak to several of these people, from actors to
TIE groups to get their input. My aim is to approach Shakespeare initially from a
theatrical/drama background and then look at the NC requirements later- rather than the
other way round.
I then began devising a unit a work of that aimed to provide a really solid, but engaging
introduction to Shakespeare for Year 7 or 8s, that will provide a solid basis in which to
study the two texts. This would be mainly practical but consolidated by written work.
I have used recent weeks to trial various practical approaches and make note of what
activities engaged our pupils. I also worked with non-drama teachers within the English
department to support them with these activities and again, listened to their feedback as to
what they felt comfortable with doing etc.
I also added a writing and Spoken English element to this unit so that there is a concrete
assessment focus throughout the unit.
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What have we achieved so far?
So far I have created a draft unit of work which is an introduction to Shakespeare. I have
tried to include chunks of text from various plays- including ones which will be studied
later. I have piloted some of the elements with pupils and other teachers and as the unit is
a work in progress I am modifying it as I go along. The pupils have responded positively to
most of the activities and as is the nature of our boys, are very honest when they do not
like something or feels it is a waste of time!
As of beginning of July, the draft is now complete and the written element more firmly
embedded. The pupils tell me they are looking forward to this unit of work.
What are the prospects for further development?
The aim is to have the unit completed and ready for September for current Year 8s and
develop 2 more units of work which study a Shakespeare text as a whole (one in Year 8
and one in Year 9). I will bring in some other texts that share a similar theme to the play
some of which be multi-modal.
We have now included the unit in Year 7, and look at Midsummer Night’s Dream and
Romeo and Juliet in Years 8 and 9.
What our teachers and pupils have to say
In our context, it is crucial to demonstrate Shakespeare’s relevance and resonance for the
pupils, as they have fixed idea that it is not for them and that there is little point in studying
the playwright. There is a feeling that we have to change our approach to Shakespeare
and we are committed to doing that in order to meet the requirements of the new
curriculum. The pupils will need convincing however, and this is why the unit of work we
are developing is so important.
Key contact
Sarah Noon
Email: sarah.noon@lakeside-school.co.uk
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Introduction to Shakespeare

What does this
look like in terms
of assessment?

Overall aim

To introduce Year 7/8 pupils to Shakespeare in an engaging and practical way in order to
set his work in context and prepare students for detailed studies of 2 of his plays.
To highlight his relevance in today’s society
To be able to write simple scripts in the correct format
Engage
A warm-up period when pupils get acquainted
with the context

Make links to prior learning
explicit

Lesson 1: Who was William Shakespeare?

Discussion: What do pupils think
the images are?

Starter: A series of images projected that represent
the unit (eg: Shakespeare, The Globe, Stratfordupon-Avon etc), Start with the most obscure.
Main activity: Give group a fact card with an
interesting fact about Shakespeare (ie: He married
Anne Hathaway when she was 18 and she was
pregnant).

Group to create a still image
showing that and others have to
guess the fact.
Plenary: Mindmap / notes: How
many facts can you remember?
Were there any surprises?

Prepare
A period to share initial ideas and get a sense of
the task ahead

Ensure next steps are relevant:
set the pitch of learning
outcomes in line with the
students in front of you

Lesson 1/2:

Give a page of a script and
annotate it.

What are the characteristics and features of a script?
What does it look like / how do we write dialogue?
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Investigate
A period to categorise or organise new ideas and
knowledge

Reflections on learning as it is
happening

Lesson 2: What was the Globe Theatre really
like?

Pupils contribute to mindmap.

Starter: Mindmap – what do you know about the
Globe Theatre?
Gauge pupils’ involvement and
Main Activity: Role play, developing the Globe
Theatre. Pupils as Elizabethan audience and players. understanding of role-play task.
Teacher in Role. Perform Witches’ scene in Macbeth
on Globe “stage” with audience.
Plenary: What can we add to our mindmap (do
additions in a different colour)

Pupils add to mindmap.

Lesson 3: Shakespearean Insults
Main activity: Using “Insult kit” make up 2 or 3 insults
each and pair up with another pupil.
Lesson 4: What is Iambic Pentameter?

Develop short scene where insults
are exchanged. Write the script.

Starter: Read short extract from a play. Can pupils
find a rhythm?
Read Chicken Cot UFO---hmmmm Which is in
iambic pentameter. Pupils clap “heartbeat” to poem.
Main activity: In pairs devise short, simple scene
where to strangers introduce themselves … in iambic
pentameter.
Lesson 5: Is Shakespeare relevant today?
PowerPoint of common phrases and words that were
coined by Shakespeare.
Trailers of modern films which have used his stories
(eg “Get Over It” “10 Things I Hate About You”)

Are pupils clapping in time? Do
they understand the rhythm? Copy
of poem – mark the breaks in the
rhythm.
Perform scene and discuss
rhythm. Write the scene in their
books as a script.

Discussion – are you surprised?

Show “Slam poetry” video.
Main Activity: Give pairs scenario cards which are
issues covered in Shakespeare plays (don’t tell them
this!). EG: “If your friend told you in confidence that
they were planning to run away would you tell or
keep it a secret? (Midsummer Night’s Dream) Would
you let someone persuade you to do something you
don’t want to do? (Macbeth).

Feedback on video
Devise scenes and perform them
– what Shakespeare plays are
they?
Have pupils changed their minds?

Plenary: Discussion about relevance of Shakespeare
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Use/apply/create
A period to deploy or re-shape new knowledge

Planned opportunities for
assessment evidence

Lesson 6 - 8: Writing a scene of a play

Extended writing in form of script.

Using previous lessons’ role-play / improve as a
starter to writing a script.
Formal discussion / debate OR role-play/interview –
Is Shakespeare relevant?

Spoken language assessment

Reflect
A period to present and reflect on learning

Learning outcomes shared and
reflected upon

Read plays and discuss Spoken language – what are Can I write a scene from a play
our conclusions?
with the correct format?
Stage directions?
Are we ready to tackle a
Shakespeare text?!!!
What are we scared about?
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Yr 7 – My Rights
Written by Victoria East (HIAS) and Minnie Moore (RADE)

What does this
look like in terms
of assessment?

Engage
A warm-up period when pupils get acquainted
with the context

Make links to prior learning
explicit



What does it mean to be a child? Students to
create their own definition.



Share clip from ‘BIG’ (Tom Hanks Film)





Group discussion. What does the clip suggest
about childhood? How does the director
present adulthood/childhood?

How have the writers
created an impression of
childhood?



Other possible film clips: Home Alone, Tracey
Beaker, Switch

How do they want their
reader to respond?



What devices do they use?




In groups, develop pros/cons of adulthood and How do these things vary across
childhood.
different texts?



Explore other cultural perceptions of childhood
(i.e. age of marriage/work etc)



Groups to argue whether they would prefer to
be a child an adult, explaining reasons.



Students explore texts relating to childhood
(For example, Blake’s ‘Songs of Innocence
and Experience’, EE Cummings ‘In Just’, ‘Fern
Hill’ by Dylan Thomas, ‘Children of the
Sewers’ Benjamin Zephaniah etc). Make
predictions based on verb/nouns/adjectives
etc. These words could be used to create
imaginative texts prior to poem exploration.



Freeze-frame key images from poems



Could compare with Steven’s testimony (see
testimonies resource). Opportunity to hot seat
Steven.



Watch Young Carers at Aldworth Science
College talking about their experiences



How do we adapt for
spoken language and for a
different purpose?
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(‘Living up to the promise’ DVD) Copies are
available from The Rights and Diversity
Education (RADE) Centre.


Create summaries of how childhood is
presented in each text. Compare presentation
of childhood across texts.

Extension:


Exploration and comparison of
themes/language/imagery for effect in poetry
based on childhood



Students to produce creative writing or drama
performance based on the idea of ‘childhood’
(shaping reader/audience’ response based on
view of childhood)



Students to create wants and needs of a child
and to prioritise within these categories. (See
UNICEF activity)



Justify wants/needs

Prepare
A period to share initial ideas and get a sense of
the task ahead





Use the My Rights Passport (Amnesty
International) or Pocket Book of Children’s
Rights (UNICEF) to explore the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child.
Focus on the articles that the students feel are
most relevant to the students. For example:
28/29 ‘discipline in schools must respect
children’s dignity’, ‘Education must develop
every child’s personality, talents and abilities
to the full.’



What would you expect
from a document like this?
How might it be similar in
style to your speeches?



How is the style of this text
different from the texts
already explored? What
type of language/structure
is employed? Why?

Relate back to perceptions of childhood



How do we adapt our
writing for a variety of
audiences and purposes?

Initial Tasks could include:
-

Ensure next steps are relevant:
set the pitch of learning
outcomes in line with the
students in front of you

Exploring key articles in terms of relevance to
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students’ lives
-

Providing scenarios to explore in relation to
the Convention (using non-fiction)

-

Devising drama based on key conventions

-

Values activity (Thinking Rights)

Other Tasks:


Explore what it means for countries like
America and China (who did not sign up). For
example, article 37 deals with the punishment
of crimes. Extracts from documentaries such
as ‘The 12 Year Old Lifer’
(http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x10zhy
z_12-year-old-lifer-hd_lifestyle) could be
used for further discussion on the rights of
children. Are there any situation/circumstance
where a person’s rights could be rescinded?
Discuss. (Paradoxical nature of freedom) This
could result in a written argument.



Share articles on Malala (the girl shot by the
Taliban for going to school). Could be linked
with extracts from ‘Boy Overboard’ by Morris
Gleitzman (characters run an illegal school).
Possibility to produce short biographies.



It’s also an opportunity to introduce the
story of Iqbal Masih, which is explored
later in the unit.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t0D6K18
wq8A



Link to vulnerability of children - ‘A Modest
Proposal’ by Jonathan Swift. Why is it
necessary to have a convention for children?
Link back to perceptions of childhood. Could
share rap by Bars and Melody (Britain’s Got
Talent).
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3Rf5qD
uq7M
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Investigate
A period to categorise or organise new ideas and
knowledge

Reflections on
learning as it is
happening



Refer back to articles from convention, which relate to
right to play and right to education. Devise drama pieces
which present main barriers i.e. poverty/ need to work etc



How are these
texts
persuasive?



Explore testimonies (provided).





Share info on child labour such as news reports

How do they
achieve the
desired effect?



How do images
and text work
together?



How and why do
they differ?



Build confidence
with word,
sentence and
paragraph
‘glasses’ to
render analysis
focused and
manageable



What is different
about reading
pre 1900 text?
What would it be
helpful to
remember?
What should we
do if we are
stuck on a word
or if the meaning
of a sentence
seems lost in its
number of
clauses?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CbZYCGIqoM


Slow reveal of images of child labour (expectations vs reality)



BBC World News Report –

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ruh0O_mj1v0


Exploration of campaigns like ‘Save the Children’
Students to create own persuasive visual image/text.
First person text/heading to work with image. Focus on
reader response.



Link ideas to those presented in written texts on child
labour and texts from different eras. Analysis and
comparison of language/structure for effect across a
variety of forms



Main text = Francesco D’Adamo – Iqbal (can also use
Pegi Deitz Shea’s ‘The Carpet Boy’s Gift’)



(Modern non-fiction – leaflets/articles/websites etc)



Elizabeth Laird – ‘The Garbage King’



Andy Mulligan- ‘Trash’



Elizabeth Barrett Browning – ‘The Cry of the Children’
(write additional stanza mimicking style, language,
structure etc) http://vimeo.com/18500930. Opportunity
for performance poetry. Could perform poem or additional
stanza.



Dickens – ‘Ground in the Mill’ (article on child labour and
conditions)
http://dickens.stanford.edu/hard/pdf/household_issue
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2b.pdf


Extracts from 19th Century Novels



Compare with ‘childhood’ poems explored at the
beginning of the unit.(Could result in formal comparative
essay)



Create a spoof job advert for child labour (see models)



Adapt for radio/TV advert, exploring verbal expression
(perform)



Further link to spoken language, comparing with
speeches (exploring the difference between written and
spoken texts)



Speech from the film ‘Iqbal’ –

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TICg_gd4xnI


Michael Gove speech to the NSPCC: getting it right for
children in need
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bP8SllGXjPw



Link into child labour in sportswear (Nike/Adidas etc)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLc8MoJTXlY



See RADE posters

Use/apply/create
A period to deploy or re-shape new knowledge



Using the profile cards provided, groups build
a case to argue that their candidate should
win an award for improving the lives of
working children.



Individually, students create persuasive
speeches



Peer assess in groups to choose most
persuasive speech and to draft/edit.



Students deliver speeches

Planned opportunities for
assessment evidence


Peer review of speeches.
Class decide on
composition and effect
features they should hear
and respond to in each
other’s speeches. Devices
could be identified, but it
should not become a tick
list approach.
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Choice of final task

-

Persuasion/argument in a different form
(charity leaflet/letter to or from carpet factory
owner/article on child labour/website)

-

Imaginative writing that encourages the reader
to empathise (fictional story or extract/poem/

 Teacher assessment of 2
tasks

autobiography/biography)

Reflect
A period to present and reflect on learning
 Peer assessment focused on reader
response. Has text persuaded or evoked
sympathy?

Learning outcomes shared and
reflected upon
 How do we adapt language
when writing/speaking for
the same purpose, but in
different contexts?

 Opportunity to edit
 How was the spoken text
different to the written text?
For more support, contact the RADE centre:

 Did my audience respond
as I intended?

Quilley School of Engineering

 Did pre 19th Century
authors express similar
thoughts/feelings?

Cherbourg Road
Eastleigh
SO50 5EL

 Was the context so different
from today?
 What can I do to make a
difference?

Tel: 02380613304

 Am I lucky to be at school?!

E-mail: rade.centre@hants.gov.uk
E-mail: Minnie.moore@hants.gov.uk
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Yr 8 – War of Words
Throughout the scheme, there are plenty of opportunities to refer back to
the ‘Rights of the Child’ scheme and to make links between texts.
Written by Victoria East (HIAS) and Minnie Moore (RADE)

What does this
look like in terms
of assessment?

Engage
A warm-up period when pupils get acquainted
with the context
Initial tasks could include:
-

-

Card sort of human
attitudes/feelings/behaviours (see
resource. You may wish to cut
down). In pairs/groups, students to
order from most important to least
important. Students must justify
decisions in feedback, particularly when
deciding the place of words with similar
meaning. Highlight the importance of
vocabulary choices and effect on the
reader.
Students to create on paragraph arguing
their opinion on the most important
attitude/behaviour

-

Create drama performance to highlight
importance of attitude/behaviour.

-

(There is an opportunity here to explore
etymology/derivations/spelling patterns if
you wish. See examples on card sort
PowerPoint)

-

Can some traits move from negative to
positive in different situations? For
example, when is it right to tolerate/not
tolerate something? Perhaps provide
students with a series of situations
relevant to them, and ask them what
they would do. Students could turn their

Make links to prior learning explicit



How can you create a strong
argument to justify your opinion?



Why are vocabulary choices so
important?



If we are unsure what a word
means, what might we do?



If we are unsure how to spell a
word, what do we do?



What effect do you want to have
on the reader?



Why is context so important?
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drama performance round to show
alternative view of attitude/behaviour.
-

Would they move any cards if they were
linking it to a child forced into child
labour? E.g. should Iqbal Masih have
been more obedient? What about the
students on the Korean ship who were
told to stay aboard?



Group discussion around the question: ‘Are
you Oppressed?’



Share ‘Types of Oppression’ doc to allow
students to explore further



Students to argue opinion



-

How are you oppressed?

-

What are the best ways to fight
oppression? etc

Share images based on
exploitation/oppression, (see examples
provided). Tasks could include:
-

Using the ‘automatic writing’ resource to
explore ideas of exploitation through
artwork

-

Producing a list of nouns/abstract
nouns/verbs/adverbs/adjectives etc

-

Producing a piece of writing of drama
performance using some of these words

-

Using the image to produce a piece of
creative writing from a character’s
viewpoint

-

Students produce the opening stanza to
a poem or opening paragraph to a
monologue. Students swap and
continue piece mimicking form, style and
structure. Perform.
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Prepare
A period to share initial ideas and get a sense
of the task ahead

Ensure next steps are relevant: set
the pitch of learning outcomes in
line with the students in front of
you

Using the word ‘slavery’, groups to create
semantic field and to provide examples of
slavery.



What do you notice about the
language/structure/form of
these texts?

- Divide ideas in to modern and historical
examples in order to discuss the idea that these
are not things of the past.



Are they biased?



How do you feel as a
reader/viewer?



What effect does the image
have on the reader?



How does the image work with
the text?



How can sentences/short texts
be high impact?



How is social media different
from a printed text? Why
would people choose social
media? Pros/cons?



What can you read into the
image?



Share quotation: "It is often easier to become
outraged by injustice half a world away than by
oppression and discrimination half a block from
home." - Carl T. Rowan (see Quotations
PowerPoint)





Share recent News articles/clips of slavery
in news. For example:
Recent slavery case in London
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-englandlondon-25120045
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews
/crime/10465524/Three-women-held-asslaves-in-south-London.html



The slave trade of Britain’s nail bars
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article2396560/How-Britains-nail-bars-proppedvictims-human-trafficking-forced-workslave-wages.html



Nigerian School Girls
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa27289128



Boy soldiers (Little Soldier – a book by
Bernard Ashley)
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa17366163



Students to explore writing style and
grammatical features linked to
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audience/purpose/form.


Share Twitter PowerPoint to explore the
power of the written word in protest and the
power of images



Students to create Twitter style image and
text based on one of the News stories.
Could add to Twitter page.



Use image of protesters to create own
banners of protest (students could choose
what they would protest about, add images,
create a chant etc). Produce drama piece
based on a protest with students acting as
protesters, using props.



Debate: are we right to get involved when
we have our own slavery issues near to
home?



Could link to debates surrounding
immigration (UKIP etc). How are people
being trafficked into this country?

Investigate
A period to categorise or organise new ideas and
knowledge






Reflections on learning as it is
happening

Share, analyse and compare the quotation, ‘To
Be Free is Very Sweet” from The Life of Mary
Prince with the quotation, ‘I don’t want to
survive. I want to live’ from 12 Years a Slave
(film).



Why are these short
extracts so powerful?



How can you make every
word count?

“To Be Free is Very Sweet”: The Life of
Mary Prince (A biography created by students
from Plant Hill Arts College, Manchester), and
extracts from the original text, could be
explored.



How is the Spoken word
different to the written
word?



Was the experience of
listening to Chris Lubbe
different from reading a text
about him?



How are these texts
similar/different? Why?
Purpose? Audience?

Explain that both quotations are linked to the
slave trade, and explore how the words are still
very relevant today. Analysis of
language/structure in Steve McQueen’s brief
Oscar acceptance speech
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vABhPh
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ZSSOQ


Students to create precept based on words
from initial card sort and quotations (see
quotations on PowerPoint)



Could also use examples from Wonder by R.J.
Palacio (see appendix at back of text).
Wonder could be part of further reading list
alongside My Sister Lives on the Mantelpiece
(Annabel Pitcher) as both explore issues of
tolerance and difference. Alternatively, you
could use one of these texts as a main text for
study and link with a selection from the other
texts listed.



Compare written texts with spoken word:



Aneeta Prem, founder of the Freedom Charity,
speaking on ITV's Daybreak
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAqBj9c
GiLQ



Michelle Obama’s speech on Nigerian school
girls:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHjAda7I3I



Angelina Jolie’s reaction
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qoJfNh3
gEXU



Ross Kemp on UK slave Trade
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics25771584



Using work on precepts, pick out most
powerful quotations, exploring the use of
language and structure for effect. Analytical
essay/paragraph could be produced at this
point.

Form? Effect?


What do you notice about
paralinguistic features?

Opportunity for an outside speaker
Chris Lubbe was born in South Africa and became an
activist in the struggle against the Apartheid. His
Great Grandfather was a slave. He later became one
of Nelson Mandela’s bodyguards and worked with
Mandela up until his retirement. Now living in
Hampshire, Chris is available for school visits.
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http://www.chrislubbe.co.uk/
Growing up in a ghetto in Durban, South Africa &
experiencing first hand the brutality of apartheid was
a catalyst for preparing Chris for his involvement in
the struggle for democracy. His story includes themes
such as fear, determination, courage, love and
forgiveness, all in the face of blatant racial
discrimination. Regardless of where you are, Chris
will inspire you to take action and find solutions to
many of life’s challenges.
-

There are clearly numerous opportunities to
create work on Chris Lubbe (Reflect on
visit, creative writing, newspaper report,
recount etc)

Explore and compare a variety of texts on
oppression and emancipation. Texts could
include:



Free at Last! Stories and songs of
emancipation (Doreen Rappaport) This text is
more accessible for lower attainers than
Powerful Words



Extracts from Powerful Words; More than 200
years of extraordinary writing by African
Americans (Wade Hudson) Suggestions
include:
-

Sojourner Truth’s address to the Ohio
Women’s Right Convention

-

Bury Me in a Free Land, a poem by
Frances Ellen Watkins Harper

-

Extract from Rosa Parks: My Story

-

Ida B. Wells Barnett’s pamphlet A Red
Record

-

Mary Church Terrell’s address to the
National American Women’s Suffrage
Association

-

The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill
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-

James Weldon Johnson and J Rosamond
Johnson’s song Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing.
This could be linked to power of song (see
below) and 2 contrasting songs from 12
Years a Slave

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9JaQy6wfbE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2q6BRgJFBOY
(2nd clip would need to be dealt with very sensitively)

Other Possibilities:


Explore the lyrics of Strange Fruit
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4ZyuUL
y9zs

And/or Bob Dylan’s The Lonesome Death of Hattie
Carroll, using lyrics to perform story
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYM4WYFAiLg


Compare with lyrics from Oppression by Ben
Harper

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUIYoxd7f2s


Could explore modern lyrics



Jumping Across Worlds: An anthology of
International poetry (Madhu Bhinda)



Henry’s Freedom Box: A true story from the
Underground Railroad (Kadir Nelson) – An
uplifting break!

Use/apply/create
A period to deploy or re-shape new knowledge
Possible final tasks (Pick & Mix!)

Planned opportunities for
assessment evidence


Peer assessment before edit
and redraft.

Reading tasks:
Aim: To analyse how a powerful, thoughtprovoking text on the theme of slavery affects the
reader

Reading: Partner to read response
and annotate with ideas for
improvement.
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Provide students with an unseen text and
essay question.



Provide students with two unseen texts to
compare.



Choose a text. Create a question. Produce
an analytical essay exploring how the writer
uses language and structure for effect.
Comparison could be added for stretch and
challenge.



Pick 3 precepts/quotations that you believe
to be powerful and thought provoking.
Justify your decisions by analysing the
effect on the reader

Writing: Students to share with
partner and partner to describe effect
on them as reader/listener.



Teacher assessment of tasks

Writing tasks:
Aim: To create a powerful thought provoking text
on the theme of oppression that would leave your
reader reflecting/considering/contemplating


Create your own precepts and explain the
reasons for your decisions.



Pick an example text from Powerful Words.
Using the text as a basis, create a similar
text for a modern situation. This could be a
pamphlet, a speech, a song, a letter.



Produce your own speech on a situation of
oppression. Students could use Michelle
Obama’s speech and others as a model of
how to structure their speech. Deliver to the
class.



Students could even produce own lyrics
and create a song based on a personal
story (like Bob Dylan), on the theme of
oppression (like Ben Harper), or a particular
era in time (like Billie Holiday). Obviously,
the focus would need to be on the lyrics.
Alternatively, the students could use the
songs as a basis for their own poetry.

Reflect
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A period to present and reflect on learning
 Peer assessment focused on reader
response. Has text led you to
reflect/consider/contemplate?

Learning outcomes shared and
reflected upon
 How do we affect reader
response? How can the same
response be achieved with
different types of texts?

 Opportunity to edit
 How can short texts be as
powerful as detailed texts?
For more support, contact the RADE
centre:
Quilley School of Engineering
Cherbourg Road
Eastleigh
SO50 5EL

 How can you make every
word count?
 Did my audience respond as I
intended?
 Was the context so different
from today?
 What can I do to make a
difference?

Tel: 02380613304
E-mail: rade.centre@hants.gov.uk
E-mail: Minnie.moore@hants.gov.uk
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Appendix 1: The curriculum planning process: what questions
should you ask?
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9.
5.
1.

Layer
Layer
1
1

Do the aims of the 2007 QCA curriculum still suffice: successful learners (who
progress and achieve), confident individuals (who lead safe and healthy lives),
responsible citizens (who make a positive contribution)? How do these relate t
a language user? A reader of literature?

10. What are your school’s beliefs and values about the self in relation to language
6.
2.
literature?

11. What is special about National, Hampshire, district and school contexts that sh
7.
3.
influence curriculum content and design?
4.

What do Hampshire and school performance data suggest about strengths and

9.
5.
1.

Layer
Layer
2
2

Oral language is innate. It is our most natural medium for learning and always
in a social context. How do these realities influence the way we use talk in the
classroom to drive and support learning through social interactions?
6. How do we get better at reading? What are the skills, knowledge and understa
2.
10.
necessary to make progress at secondary school? What are the evidence bas
teaching and learning approaches that make a difference to the progress that r
make and the engagement they have with reading?
11. How do we get better at writing? What are the skills, knowledge and understan
7.
3.
necessary to make progress at secondary school? What are the evidence bas
teaching and learning approaches that make a difference to the progress that w
make and the engagement they have with writing?
12. What skills, knowledge and understanding are emphasized in the revised KS3
8.
4.
and GCSE content?

7.
4.
1.

Layer
Layer
3 &4
&4
3

8.
5.
2.

9.
6.
3.

What, if anything, needs to change to meet the obligations of the new curriculu
terms of:

Range of content (texts, themes, contexts, links)

Nature and range of outcomes (spoken, written, in response to readi

The weighting of specified knowledge and skills (e.g. independent re
SPaG, written argument, formal talk, adaptive writing skills)
How does this need to be balanced with the aims driven by your local context a
school? E.g.

Providing for readers and writers not yet working at age expectations

Reading multi-modal texts: comparing with and bridging in to written

Critical literacy in relation to the internet

Developing a sense of language identity within a community: diversit
representative

Developing skills for the next stage of education, work or training
Does the current organization of curriculum time and the69structure of learning e

support local and National aims and

enable sufficient scope for core and differentiated provision

